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over the last few years, telltale has been on a roll,
from its debut project sam and max hit the road
to its first series the walking dead to its second --
and likely most successful -- series. the company
has also been able to attract strong talent from
its pilot program, including the game designer
behind clay's quest, clay teter. in october 2017,
telltale announced that they had acquired
backbone entertainment, the studio that
developed the cult-hit indie game the walking
dead: the game. the game would continue its
current development cycle with telltale's own
staff, while the new studio would provide
assistance in creating new episodes. in addition,
telltale would be developing a second game in
the franchise, dubbed the wolf among us. that
game is set in an alternate universe, which is
based on the fables comic book series. telltale
games originally planned to release their games
as episodic content, with the first game being
released in november of 2004, but in january
2005, the studio released a free demo of the
game online. episodic content tends to vary in
length from ten to twenty hours, depending on
the game. telltale only released one episode of
the first poker night, but they eventually released
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three, over the course of two years. during the
presentation, allison also expressed his opinion
on the future of telltale. he believed that the
company would continue to develop new
interactive television projects as the gaming
industry continues to grow, but they will be less
likely to become available on consoles and
computers. instead, telltale will concentrate on
mobile devices and high-end pcs. this is to allow
players to play a particular game on any device of
their choosing.
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telltale's story telling and character development
are two main reasons why they have become so
successful. the walking dead is popular with the
gaming community because its told with such a
strong and personal touch. its a story that most
gamers can relate to, and it's not a tale about

zombies. its about people trying to survive. that's
why the game is so enjoyable. telltale's fans are a

loyal bunch. they often refer to their favorite
games as their favorite babies. when telltale first
revealed their new series, the walking dead, fans
could already imagine what the gameplay would

be like. the game features a unique "telltale"
style of game play. the game is broken up into a
series of episodes, each with its own unique story
and gameplay. the episodes can be played in any
order, but you must complete each story before

you can move on to the next. this style of
gameplay is different from most games, and it

gives the game a more interactive feel. if you are
a fan of video games, this game will fit your

gaming style, and you will not be disappointed.
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episodes 1-5 are based on the comic book series
"the walking dead" and were released as a dlc
pack for the game "telltale's the walking dead,"
and episodes 6-9 are based on the comic book
series "fables" and were released as a dlc pack

for the game "telltale's fables: a wolf in the fold."
telltale, an american video game developer based

in seattle, washington, was founded in 1998 by
former microsoft employees, kevin bruner and

ron gilbert. the company was initially a
development studio for new video games, but
later branched out to create story-driven video

games based on popular properties. 5ec8ef588b
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